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From the author of The Children’s Blizzard comes an epic story of service and sacrifice in The First World War

THE LONG WAY HOME
An American Journey from Ellis Island to the Great War
By David Laskin


“The Long Way Home reads with the heart-quickening pace of a novel… Laskin’s great genius for creating affection for long-dead heroes lies in his tireless research.” —The Minneapolis Star Tribune

“Compelling…Laskin has built his book on dozens of interviews, family and regimental histories, military records and historical archives. He clearly has a firm grasp on a lot of detail, both military and personal.” —The Seattle Times

“The Long Way Home is a riveting remembrance of the Great War by a master writer. David Laskin, by homing in on the lives of a dozen immigrants to Ellis Island, is able to tell a grand American saga about the true cost of democracy. All around a deeply compelling narrative.” —Douglas Brinkley, author of The Wilderness Warrior

In THE LONG WAY HOME: An American Journey from Ellis Island to the Great War (Harper Perennial; Trade Paperback; On sale: March 15, 2011; $15.99) award-winning author David Laskin tells the story of a dozen men who were born in Europe, emigrated to the U.S. in search of hope and freedom, and ended up fighting with American armed forces in The Great War. These twelve, and tens of thousands of foreign-born Doughboys like them, joined the army as immigrants – but they came home from the war Americans. Many came back American heroes.

When America declared war on Germany in 1917, one third of the nation had been born overseas or was the child of an immigrant. When the War Department began drafting men, one out of every five soldiers was foreign born. Most of these alien draftees knew little of America outside of tight-knit ghettos and back-breaking jobs. The army was their first immersion in the mainstream of American life—and the experience of war transformed not only them but their families and ultimately their new country as well.

The twelve men in THE LONG WAY HOME represent every major immigrant group of the last century—Italian, Jewish, Polish, Slovak, Russian, Irish and Scandinavian. Though these men passed through Ellis Island, they settled all over the country—not just in big cities like New York, Pittsburgh and Chicago but also in Butte, El Paso, Newark, Providence, and Swampscott. Laskin describes their childhoods in Europe, the trauma of crossing the Atlantic, and the daily reality of immigrant life before the war. When America entered the conflict, everything changed. The horror our soldiers endured in the trenches is rendered here with searing immediacy.

THE LONG WAY HOME brings to life the heartbreaking stories of how twelve men were swept into the army, passed through the ordeal of boot camp, and endured the hell that culminated in the Great War’s final battle in the Argonne. Epic, inspiring, and masterfully written, this book is an unforgettable true story of the Great War, the world it remade, and the humble, loyal men who became Americans by fighting for America.
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"The Long Way Home" is the first volume of Buffy the Vampire Slayer Season Eight trade paperbacks, collecting issues one to five of the comic book series. Since the destruction of the Hellmouth, the Slayers â€“ newly legion â€“ have gotten organized and are kicking some serious undead butt. But not everythingâ€™s fun and firearms, as an old enemy reappears and Dawn experiences some serious growing pains. Meanwhile, one of the â€œBuffyâ€ decoy slayers is going through major pain of her own. Official Facebook Page for 'The Long Way Home'.Â Contact The Long Way Home on Messenger. www.thelongwayhomefilm.com. Film. Page transparency See More. Facebook is showing information to help you better understand the purpose of a Page. See actions taken by the people who manage and post content. Page created â€“ 27 July 2016. The Longest Way Home. One mans journey, everybody's travel guides. A little about. From personal travel journal started in 2005 to a live independant travel website that's developed into providing you with practical travel guides from personal on the road experience. This solo journey by David started in Sintra, Portugal & went overland through Europe, the Middle East, Asia to Shanghai China. Along the way years were spent in Africa & South East Asia.Â The Longest Way Home is different to many other travel sites. It encompasses a very personal story along with hands on travel guides written for you using my years of in the field experience. I've been there, done that and documented it all. Everything on here is original, helpful and genuine. Enjoy!